Green Finance in Ireland

Globally

- €90bn

Locally

- €40bn

Why Ireland for Green Finance

1. Ireland offers a deep pool of experienced green management teams located in Dublin and Cork.

2. Ireland is a global leader in international financial services.

3. Ireland is an economic catalyst, leading to economic growth and jobs.

4. Ireland is a global leader in international financial services.

Ireland's Renovation Energy Finance Talent - Taking Local to Global

- €7bn

Build awareness and skills on green finance, including networking.

- Advocate for and contribute to local, EU and global policy, including CDP A List.

- Support green asset management.

- Finance Green is an initiative of Sustainable Nation Ireland.

Ireland is one of the world's most successful and pioneering green finance players, as it is cost-effective.

Globally, comparable financial services in the EU

- 2nd in the world
- 1st in the world
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Green Finance in Ireland

- €4bn
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Irish Stock Exchange (ISE)

- €11bn
- €7bn
- €6bn

Ireland offers a unique blend of expertise and proven skills.

Next Steps for Finance Green Ireland

- Support green asset management.
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